ONLINE HOME STAGING
CONSULTATIONS

REALTOR'S GUIDE

Online Home Staging
Consultations
Online Home Staging Consultations (a.k.a.
"remote" or "virtual" consultations) provide
your homeowner clients with immediate, oneon-one feedback on how to prepare each
space of their occupied home for a quicker,
more profitable sale!

Our detailed, step-by-step guidance is the
perfect road map for your clients preparing
their home to go on the market (they're also
good for clients whose listings have gone a
little stale).

During this 60- to 90-minute consultation, the
homeowner will take notes as we go through
each space, from curbside to laundry room,
thoroughly discussing:

What staging is (and isn't)
The home buyer mindset and what appeals
to today’s buyers
What to pack, what to keep, what to move
Paint colors that sell homes
How to arrange furniture
Tricks for closet organization
Adjustments to lighting
Shopping list suggestions to create
the model home look
Cosmetic changes that have the most
powerful return on investment
Home seller safety & ettiquette
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Online Home Staging Consultations

Our 4-Step Process
1

Order the Consultation
Order online or call us! After booking, client receives a PDF
file called Instructions & Next Steps. This document includes:
link to our Online Home Staging Questionnaire & Photo
Upload Form
link to our exclusive, Home Prep Guide & Workbook
links to information on how to prepare and what to
expect during our consultation

2

Submit Info
Homeowner submits online questionnaire, uploads photos, &
indicates choices for their preferred appointment time using
the links provided. Photos don’t have to be perfect — we just
need a general sense of where everything is. *If the home is
currently listed, we can use the existing listing photos.

3

Confirmation
Homeowner receives email confirming appointment date &
time after photos have been uploaded & questionnaire has
been submitted.

4

The Consultation
We meet with the homeowner via Zoom to review photos,
answer questions, help them prioritize changes, and create a
plan to enter the market.
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What Homeowners Can Expect
First, we’ll discuss their home, goals, and

We always try to work with what your

expectations. We will work with the

homeowner already has first. Occasionally,

homeowner’s needs, buyer demographic,

we may recommend investing in additional

and market in order to help them

accessories or suggest home updates or

transform each room for a faster, more

repairs that have a high return on

profitable sale.

investment.

Encourage your client to take notes during

We'll help the homeowner prioritize projects

the photo "walk-through" of their home.

based on the home’s needs, their budget,

We will be approaching each space as a

and their time constraints. We can also

prospective buyer would, gathering first

recommend trusted vendors for projects

impressions and noticing details.

they may need help finishing.

How to Prepare Clients for the Consultation
Due to the sheer volume of information we will
cover, we recommend homeowners limit
distractions and interruptions (from pets, phone,
television, children, and other family members) as
much as possible during the consultation.
Reassure homeowners that they should NOT feel
self conscious about each room. We are putting
on our most critical buyer’s eyes so we can help
them market their most valuable commodity to its
fullest potential. This will allow them to make more
money and sell their house faster.
Encourage homeowners to keep an open mind
and think in terms of future revenue for today’s
hard work.

A staged home looks different from a

"lived-in" home so we can discuss what would be
“ideal” versus what is “practical” given their
current living situation. The homeowner sets the
boundaries.
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120-MINUTE CONSULTATION | $349
Suitable for most homes 4,000 sq.ft. or larger
Working from your room photos and online
questionnaire (not appropriate for vacant homes)

90-MINUTE CONSULTATION | $249
Suitable for most homes up to 3,999 sq.ft.
Working from your room photos and online
questionnaire (not appropriate for vacant
homes)

testimonials
"I strongly recommend Vannessa Rhoades of Three Bears Home Staging. She has done an excellent job of
providing advice, ideas, and counseling for several of my listing clients. Vannessa has an amazing talent for
giving your home that “Wow” factor we all need when selling a home."
-- Rick Martinez, RE/MAX Cinco Ranch, Katy, TX

"As

a

realtor,

Three

Bears

Home

Staging

is

my

go-to

for

clients’

staging

needs.

Vanessa

is

very

knowledgeable about the market and what buyers want. She is easy to talk with and is always positive. I like
that clients receive a written packet of selling information, as well as an action plan for fixing staging
problems in their home."
-- Becky Ballard, Katy Texas Traditions Real Estate Katy, TX

It is with great pleasure that I highly recommend Three Bears Home Staging. Vannessa has always offered
insightful and cost-conscience advice. She works hard to blend a client’s existing furniture (saving the client
money) with those small additions needed to convey just the right image for selling the home. In addition,
she knows all those little tricks that make one home stand out above others. I can state absolutely state that
because of the her work the listings sell faster and for a higher value. If you have a listing and wish to offer
your clients the best path forward to selling their home, I urge you to call Three Bears Home Staging.
-- Chris Cantele, RE/MAX Westside, Houston, TX
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ABOUT US
Vannessa Rhoades, author of Just Right! Easy DIY
Home Staging and one of America’s leaders in the
real estate staging industry, is the founder of one
of its most extraordinary companies. An HSR
Certified Professional Home Stager and Certified
Expert E-Designer, Vannessa has staged and
consulted on hundreds of properties for sale in
Houston’s western suburbs. Her company, Three
Bears Home Staging, specializes in providing
positive and empowering consultations, helping
more homeowners sell more quickly and for more
money.
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